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There are many, many kinds of lies.

It strikes me that I should review the basics for everyone.

There are outright old-fashioned lies that people tell and they can tell them to achieve something or they can tell them for no very substantial reason at all ---- like Fish Stories.

These old-fashioned lies run the gamut for lying to your wife about working late to lying to your best friend about what you are doing on Saturday. People often tell such lies to avoid unpleasant consequences or fights or just to avoid hurting someone else's feelings or causing them worry.

These latter variety of "lies in a good cause" have been called "noble lies" but in fact there are no noble lies.

Lies about your weight, your health, your intentions, your job status, lies designed to impress others, lies to make others like you, lies to make others respect you, lies to make yourself look good, lies to avoid punishment, lies to excuse bad behavior, lies to gain something material --- a promotion, a new car, a good seat at the movies -- all these sorts of lies are common as dirt.

These lies are simple and driven by petty circumstance. Most people engage in them so constantly that they don't even notice they are doing it:

"I have to comb my hair!"

Well, no, you don't really "have to".

As I just demonstrated there are lies that are built into the very fabric of our language and we take them for granted and pay no mind. This is a mistake, because it dulls both our minds and our morals. It is the proverbial slippery slope that begins with small lapses of meaning and logic and progresses to full-blown whoppers and insanity.

So much for normal, everyday, run-of-the-mill lies that everyone engages in at one time or another.
There are also lies by omission and half-truths.

If you knowingly leave out important information that logically causes someone to believe something untrue, that is a lie by omission. Typically the guilty party will say something like, "Nobody asked me about that."---- and just as typically, they know full well that they should have spoken up and included that missing information:

"I am not going to Des Moines Friday morning," may be a perfectly true statement, but if its made to avoid giving someone a ride to Des Moines and you go there Friday afternoon and run into them walking down the street, we will all know you lied by omission. Technically, what you said wasn't a lie, but the omission of "but I am driving in early Friday afternoon." deliberately gave a wrong impression of the actual circumstance.

There are also half-truths for advanced liars. The classic is Satan telling Eve she wouldn't die if she ate the apple ---- not right away. And there are deliberate semantic deceits.

FDR was a very advanced liar, and apparently, his whole family engaged in lying and deceptive word play for fun and sport, to sharpen their wits, and ultimately, to defraud millions of innocent people.

Theodore Roosevelt launched the whole American Conservation Movement as a "cover story" excusing government interference in resource management, so as to enrich the federal corporations and manipulate commodity supplies--- especially of minerals and oil. It had nothing to do with scenic vistas.

FDR and his "Governors" (also known as Franchise Managers) bankrupted the United States of America, Incorporated, and just conveniently left off the word "Incorporated" so that everyone assumed our country was bankrupt--- arguably one of the largest lies by omission in human history.

They then proceeded to pledge "the good faith and credit of their states and the citizenry thereof" and nobody bothered to explain that "their states" were territorial "states of states" --- federal corporation franchises merely named after the actual states of the Union-- and the "citizenry thereof" was limited to the federal franchise employees, their actual dependents, black people who never received state national political status, political asylum seekers, and federal corporations.

This Grand Slam and very purposeful series of semantic deceits allowed the bill collectors of foreign banks calling themselves "US Trustees"--- another Big Fat Lie --- to come into our country and collect bills from millions of Americans who never owed them a dime. And FDR sat there in the White House complimenting himself on his brilliance, smiled, and gave comforting Fireside Chats to the victims of his gross deceit.

Similar word deceits like this have played a major part in our history from the very start. Ever ask yourself why its "The Articles of Confederation" instead of "The Articles of Federation"? That one was back in 1781, only five years after The Declaration of Independence.
Or, the office of "President of the United States" versus "President of the United States of America"?

Or Oregon versus Oregon State versus State of Oregon versus STATE OF OREGON versus OREGON? These semantic deceits are used to confuse and and to deceive and to promote mistaking one entity for another, in the same way that a crook might call himself "Caleb D. Watts" and commit crimes, leaving the actual Caleb D. Watts to do the time.

That is the actual history of America --- crooks deceiving us and also deceiving the rest of the world, doing infamy and accruing debt in our names--- and then skating away and leaving us to pay the price of their sins.

This is the way it has been and the way it will continue to be until we all (1) learn to be much sharper about the nuances of names and language and (2) learn to recognize lies in all their forms and guises.

Some of the biggest lies are promoted in the name of expediency and convenience.

The entire concept of time is exactly such a lie.

God gave us the gift of an eternal present in which to live, which is the "alpha and omega" we call "now". So it is exactly and perfectly true that we all live in Him, the physical embodiment of "Now" which is where both past and future meet, the true Zero Point, both the beginning and the end of all that went before and all that may come after.

Mathematically, physically, in every way you can think of---- time does not exist.

It never has.

It is not really August 17, 2017.

To the extent that "time" can be conceptualized and measured in terms of any physical parameter, only God knows what time it is.

Yet, billions of people on this planet take the concept of time very seriously. They measure it like fine gold.

They set their clocks by it and measure seconds of a substance that doesn't really exist. They use it to organize their every moment --- when they are born, when they awaken, when they go out, when they go in, when they go to work, how long they stay at work, when they go home, when they go to the movies, when they go to bed and when they die.

And it's all a Big, Fat Lie.

We live our entire lives in one moment --- now. The past that once existed is gone the moment we pass through it, and the future that beckons is just a calculation of probabilities.

Money is another such Big, Fat Lie.
Money, even money that is a commodity in-and-of-itself like gold, is just a symbol of value ---- a lie.

The Queen of Babylon realized that a basket of wheat and a gold coin had the same perceived value in the local marketplace, so instead of hauling baskets of wheat back and forth, why not stamp the image of a basket of wheat on a gold coin and call it good? Trade baskets of wheat using coins to symbolize them?

Money was born.

No single "lie of convenience" has ever caused more trouble or mental confusion.

Via this practice of trading one value for another, "symbolizing it", people have become habituated to think of money as the "ultimate commodity"--- the one commodity that can be translated into any other commodity.

But in fact, this all hokum and only by force or agreement.

People in this country were gradually forced to accept "legal tender" laws as a result of being fraudulently involved in foreign bankruptcies. The specious "Congress" got up one morning and said, oh, by the way, you have to accept our I.O.U.'s as being equal in value to your silver dollars.....

Right.

You will find it in black and white in the "Emergency Banking Act" of 1934, in which they granted themselves full access to all the gold and silver in your treasury in "equitable exchange" for their paper promises to pay, which were also drawn off your credit.

Got that?

Let's see.... I will use your credit to buy a loaf of bread, and then, I will use your actual assets, your gold and silver, to pay off the credit account, and in exchange, I will give you a piece of paper (which I also had printed and charged to you) in exchange for the bread, the gold and silver, the credit, and the printing costs.

That is what has been going on in this country since 1913 and all around the rest of the world, too, but everyone has been so confused about what money is and is not, that nobody complained.

Most recently the rats responsible have saved you some money on the printing costs by trying to do away with cash and going to "digital money"----but as always, their concern is not to benefit you. It's to make erasing your financial records and resources ---and the their debts--- more convenient for them. Without cash or some other physical symbol of money in your hand, it's just a quick walk over to the computer console, a single click on the right key, and poof!

There went your life's savings, your college fund----and their debts, all in one flash of binary code. And how will you prove what you had in the bank when it happened? And how will you prove who did the awful deed and just callously erased all the hours of your life you were forced to trade for their pieces of paper and digits created out of thin air?
The real "financial disaster" everyone has been waiting for, has already happened. It happened when Americans blindly trusted the members of Congress and mistook the Board of Directors and Trustees of foreign corporations as their representatives.

These vermin have looted our treasury long ago and they have amassed huge, insurmountable odious debts and charged them all to our accounts. Now they are trying to pass it all off in bankruptcy----claiming protection for themselves that they don't deserve, as all this was done in fraud and with malice aforethought --- and when their creditors have come to collect, they have opened the door wide and pointed at us, our copyrights, our patents, our bank balances, our pensions, our bodies and our souls which have been bought and sold without our knowledge, our homes and our lands and our businesses.

Well, folks, they are claiming that you are "dead" and that you "abandoned" your assets and left it all to them and that you did this all voluntarily.

All those deposits to what you thought was your bank account? No, that was "donations" to their corporate franchise named after you.

Your house that you labored for? And thought was yours? Ah, no, that belongs to HIM, too, and since he is a "ward of the STATE", all HIS assets are being liquidated to pay their debts.

That mortgage that you believe was your mortgage? No, that's HIS, too. And the escrow account where all the mortgage payments went? That's HIS, also, and since HE never collected the account, the bank just seized it all as abandoned funds.

If you should have any questions or complaints about this, their Bill Collectors wearing black robes and pretending to be judges, will be happy to prove to you that you actually have no interest in the disposition of HIS property.

People often try to bribe me in ways both small and very large, sometimes subtly, and sometimes grossly and obviously. Hey, Judge Anna..... just look the other way...... Hey, Judge Anna.....this isn't really so bad, it could be good if...... Hey, Judge Anna, if you just did this, you could be so rich!

Yes, I could be rich. I could chant the lies. I could be powerful in the ways of the world, too. Boy, I could make those digits fly and "do myself a favor" in the lingo of the crooks. All I'd have to do is believe the lies --- or pretend to, and just as Satan said to Jesus, "All this could be yours!"

The whole Kingdom of Lies is always at the disposal of those who know the Truth.

But then I would fail my duty to God and country, and to you, too.

Many, many, many men have known the Truth and have avoided it for just as many reasons. They have shrugged and said, well, if this is the game we are playing, how can I win? They have made up excuses --- what difference can one man make? They have shaken their heads ---- nothing I can do about it. I'm too busy. I have six kids to support. My Mother needs Medicare.
It's because good men do nothing and because those who know the Truth remain silent that this situation has gone on for well over a hundred years and also why it is fast coming to a crisis against which money and power and ill-gotten honors cannot defend.

I am an old woman. I have lived my life, made my mistakes, fallen on my nose more than a few times. As difficult as it has often been, I cherish my life, and I am deeply grateful for the many blessings I have received--- for friends and pets and children and opportunities, for a wonderful education and a home and a husband like no other----so many, many gifts God has given me, the sunrise and morning glories, June roses and winter nights by wood fires and all the stars of Heaven to be my diamonds.

Yes, I have been fabulously wealthy in my own way, by my own estimation and I have no regrets.

When you get to the point in your life where you have no regrets, you know that the rest is all gravy. Every day is a gift in which you do your best to show your love and hold up your end and share whatever wisdom your possess.

That's why I am telling you all now---- I have spent my whole life listening to men tell lies. I've listened to them lie to themselves and lie to each other and lie to me. I have heard the lies of clergymen and politicians and school teachers, of husbands, wives, children, grandchildren, and great-grandchildren. I don't think there is a kind or variety of lie I haven't heard or at one time or another, told myself.

But at a certain point, if you have been paying attention, you realize that there are no secrets and so, you stop lying and no longer have any use for it. You recognize it for what it is and you stop doing it. And then the Truth becomes your life and your life becomes the Truth.

Tell the Truth to yourself now. Own it. Tell your friends and your family, your clergymen, your buddies at the Moose Lodge, your pals at AmVets.
Tell the girls at the bowling alley and the post office. Share it with your family, your neighbors, your Yahtzee Club. Tell those people in the legislatures and "departments" and agencies and the members of Congress. Let them have it, full bore. Go into your bank and tell your bank president, too, and also the members of the Chambers of Commerce.

Write to the Pope and the Queen and the Lord Mayor of London, too. Write to Vladimir Putin. And the Secretary of Commerce. And the Provost Marshal. And the Comptroller of the Currency. And the Judges and Clerks of The United States District Court for the District of Columbia. And the Secretary of the United Nations. And the Office of the Prosecutor at the World Court. And Cardinals and the Bishops of the Roman Catholic Church. And the Governors of the States of States. Tell your local Police Chief, your Sheriff, your "Commissioners". Tell the Mayors and City Councilmen.

Let them all hear it, loud and clear. Let them all know that they are responsible for this Mess and that all their lies have come home to roost at last.

All it costs is time, paper, and postage stamps--- and at least you will have the satisfaction of doing your duty to report crime to the appropriate authorities.
The charlatans have profited themselves by genociding us on paper. Perhaps they, or rather, their hired police forces, will have guts enough to try it in the flesh. As I have said before, we must be ready for whatever comes, wise as serpents, gentle as doves.

I repeat my plea to help me and my Team if you can--we've gotten to the point of needing expert translators and witnesses and travel money--- but only if you can. I want you all to take care of yourselves and your families and put aside some "extra" of everything you may need--- food and medicines, fuel, water, extra toilet paper. Just find a little space in a closet or under the bed and do what you can.

Always, do what you can. It may not seem like much. You may seem small and your efforts insignificant, but God sees it all, and the raindrops make the oceans. One man acting with Good Will, one woman standing in the Truth, one teenager who grabs an oar and pulls his part of the family load, yes, you make a difference. A huge, profound, and everlasting difference is seldom made by any grand gesture or single action. Rather, such things come about by changing our attitudes and our ideas and our hearts and taking such small actions as choosing to grow a kitchen garden or adopt a pet or paying a tenth of the cost of giving a farmer in New Guinea a cow for Christmas.

It all adds up.

To Reta--- you are my hero this week. I know that it comes from the heart, when someone sends $19 in cash. I wept. To my friend in Plover, Wisconsin, I did receive your "Welcome" sign. It will be treasured. To Jack and Phyllis, among my first helpers and friends in this effort, words fail. I am blessed to know you.

God bless us all. If you can help our team and do what else you need to do, I am still the Paymaster for the whole operation. My PayPal is: avannavon@gmail.com and my postal address is: Anna Maria Riezinger, c/o Box 520994, Big Lake, Alaska, 99652.
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